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Betrayal had ruined Banner Coleman's wedding day and on her wedding night she was a jilted

bride. Now old seeds of greed and desire are harvesting a scandal - and Banner's affair with an old

family friend could shatter a friendship and a family.
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I didn't know how Sandra Brown would be able to follow-up Sunset Embrace, but she sure did. I

really enjoyed the continued story of Lydia and Ross. At the beginning I found myself wanting more

of them in the story, but I ended up so immersed in Banner and Jake's relationship that I didn't mind

them not being it as much. Then when the story incorporated them all I was completely satisfied. As

always, Sandra takes her readers on a journey where you come to feel close the characters and I

always have difficulty putting the books down. This one was no different. This book included

cowboys and whores and family and foes... it was certainly a page turner with a twist at the end. I'll

warn you, I was left feeling empty and awful at the end of this book. Be prepared for a major twist

that will break your heart. Even with the ending, the Coleman Saga books rank near the top of my

all time favorites by Sandra Brown.

A friend had given me this book because someone left it at her house. I love almost all of Sandra

Brown's books, have exhausted the libraries supply and own many of her works. I had put off

reading this because I hadn't read Sunset Embrace, the prequel. When I read that, I fell in love with

Ross and Lydia and am hoping to own that book soon.So I finally read "Another Dawn"...and I truly



enjoyed it. I liked the age difference, and I loved that I got to see "Bubba" - or Jake - again.I can't

really find anything wrong with this book...other than the end. What happens in the end...truly

disturbed me. I was sitting at the kitchen table sobbing, quite loudly, and I could barely read for the

tears in my eyes.The end, which was a complete surprise, is still with me weeks later and I can't

quite get over it.I would definitely suggest reading "Sunset Embrace" first, though."Another Dawn"

was NOT disappointing.

the characters are so well developed that I love them and didn't want it to end. I rarely get so

involved that I cry buy without doing a spoiler, I cried tear for pages. I hate that she isn't continuing

the series! Sandra , Please reconsider!

As usual, Sandra Brown has written another good story. She keeps you in suspense, always trying

to figure out just where this whole story is going. I would recommend this book to anyone who

enjoys a mix of everything.

Initially, I felt like there was a book missing between this one and the first one because new

characters were introduced that didn't exist in the previous story. I liked the creative resolution of

unresolved plot lines from the first novel within this story because they didn't distract you from the

story but enhanced it. In other words, the reader didn't have to read the first novel to understand

what was happening in this one and why.

Many times,the sequel to a book is not as good as the first one,but this is.Set almost 20 years after

the ending of Sunset Embrace,it focuses on the daughter of Ross & Lydia Coleman.Many

characters from Sunset Embrace return,along with new charcters.Unfortunately,this book ends in a

tragedy befalling one of the central characters.You will have to read the book to find it out.

I bought this book because i read the first one and thought o.k. I'll buy the second one and have the

set after all i like books that are trilogies and such but this book was not as entertaining nor as

strong as the first one and the fact that she kills one of the main characters from the first book made

me dislike more so not my favorite.

Sandra Brown never lets you down.. She has the ability to write the stories of her characters so that

once you start reading her books you do not want to put the book down. Is book 3 of the Coleman



family saga out now? Can't wait to read it.
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